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Sierra Hotel
Aero by Pete Gavin
For our April meeting, member Chris
Bobka arranged a visit with Sierra Hotel
Aero (SHA) at Fleming Field in South St.
Paul. SHA does total rebuilds of fuselage,
wings, horizontals, verticals and flight
control surfaces, specializing in Navion
aircraft. On December 18, 2002 new life
was given to the
Navion when SHA (Continued on page 6)
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Cleared for Takeoff
by Pat Halligan

I

t’s the Memorial Day weekend-the start of
summer-“yeah sure”, and I’m on my way to the
Indy 500. I thought about flying my C-172 since
I still own it, but that only lasted a short time as
I looked at getting down and back flying VFR
without much extra time for weather days. My
son Kevin and I have been on the road about six
hours and we’ve been in and out of rain showers
a dozen times, so the choice to drive today was the right one. I know on Monday as
I’m driving home I’ll wish I was flying if the weather is nice, but I just need to keep in
mind the saying I heard when I was first learning to fly “You’re better off on the
ground wishing you were flying, than flying and wishing you were on the ground.”
It’s official, we now have a hangar committee. Lee Hurry, Harv Havir, Ron Oehler,
Ed Hansen, Dale Johnson and Ron Hoyt have agreed to be responsible for keeping the
hangar in order and doing projects that we feel will make the hangar a better meeting
place for our chapter. They need your help though. They are not our mothers, so please
pick up after yourself and don’t bring things to drop off at the hangar until you get approval from one of those fellows. We want you to feel pride as you walk into the hangar. We don’t want it to look “junkie”. They recently installed some shelves on the
south wall and they are looking at adding a hinged board to the front/bottom of the
mezzanine. It would be painted white, so we could use it as a video screen. Craig Nelson’s employer donated a projector, so now we have a projector and maybe a wood
screen without having to pay an arm and a leg. Thanks to a few, the whole chapter will
benefit.
During our June monthly meeting and at our annual chapter picnic the following Saturday we will be passing out this years raffle tickets. The raffle is identical to last year
in that you will be getting ten tickets that sell for $5 each. I hope I can count on each
member to sell or buy their ten tickets. I talked last month in my column about how we
use the raffle money for scholarships and summer camps, so I ask each member to take
this challenge seriously and do your part. The drawing will be held at our awards banquet on October 9th.
I’ll write about AirVenture 2005 and how excited I am about it in next months column, but I did want to give you a heads-up about making your plans to attend the flyin and especially making room reservations at this time. A month from now all the hotel and dorm rooms close to OSH will be taken. If some of you want to share a ride,
hotel room or camp site let one of the officers know and we can put some information
on the website and get people together.
Now for the $100 question; who won this years Indy 500? Was it Danica Patrick,
Dan Wheldon or Patrick Halligan? It was not Danica, even though she was the first
women to ever lead the 500, she finished 4th. It was not Patrick Halligan, he just talks
200mph. It was Dan Wheldon from England. It was a great race and we had a wonderful time.
ZOOM ZOOM ZOOM Pat
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This Month—June 15th—Chapter Hangar—6:00 pm
Grill on at 6:00 pm, Meeting starts at 7
Bring something to grill and something to share.
Coffee is free, soda 50 cents donation.
Speakers: Kevin Kavaney will be showing a film featuring chapter member
Bill Brown’s RV-4. There are air-to-air shots of Sue and Bill, and flying
with some other RV's. Kevin has also done a lot of warbird photography,
much of it air-to-air 3D! He is very much into radio controlled sailplanes, and has built model sailplanes with wing spans over 20 feet!
Jeff Nawrocki will

also speak at our June meeting. Jeff is the MAC man in charge of Airlake
and another one or two of the reliever airports.

Saturday, June 18th—Chapter Picnic at Airlake, 11 am—1 pm. Brats and buns
provided-bring something to share, beverage, dessert etc. Young Eagle flights
start at 9 am.

Runway

Directions to Meeting: South on I-35 to Hwy 70 (Megastop), then East to Hamburg Ave (3rd stop sign.) Right turn and

South to airport perimeter road. Left on airport perimeter road then right on Hotel or India Lane. Please park on grass between hangars.
EAA Chapter 25 Meeting Minutes
May 18, 2005
Presiding Officer: Jon Cumpton
Location: Chapter hangar at Airlake
Business meeting discussions

•

New member Stan Webb was introduced.

•

Chapter 25 name tags should be available next month
(for those members who purchased them).

•

The chapter will enter Jeff Coffey and our new website in
the EAA national website contest. The award is presented to the winning website editor during AirVenture.

•

John Koser presented a Young Eagles update. We are
expecting 37-51 kids for our rally on Saturday, May 21. 5
pilots and a ground crew are signed up for the event.

•

Franco Fiorillo was introduced. He is the new manager
of the Airlake FBO Aircraft Resource Center. Stop by
and say hi if you are at that end of the airport.

•

A Treasure’s report was circulated. At meeting time the
chapter has a bank balance of $6824.

•

Jon summarized an email from Peter Denny on the status
of Washburn HS Aviation Program topics.
Peter is back at Washburn next year…great news!
The Gusty’s new paint is nearly complete. Peter is looking for a couple of volunteers to help reassemble the
plane (est 4 hours work). Call Peter (763-226-0473).
Samantha Wetterlund is being awarded the top aviation
award for the school year. She will attend UND as an
ATC trainee.

-

•

Congratulations to Lakeville HS student Sean Clark who
received Chapter 25’s Aviation Scholarship on May 16.

•

Several members are planning to volunteer to work at
OSH on the weekend of June 4-5. They will help prepare
the grounds for AirVenture. Jon Cumpton is contact.
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Thanks to Tom LeGates for these photos from the
Oshkosh work weekend June 4-5. Harvey Havir and
Jon Cumpton represented Chapter 25.
•

The annual chapter picnic will be on Saturday June, 18 at
the chapter hangar at Airlake. Bring the family and
friends. A YE rally will be held prior to the picnic.

•

Mark your calendars…the Chapter 25 annual banquet will
be on October 9th at the Eagan Community Center.

•

Planning for the Chapter 25 2005 fundraising raffle is underway. The raffle will be similar to last year’s with a
grand prize of $1000 cash. The raffle will start in June
with the prize drawing occurring at the banquet.

Program

•
•

•

An AirVenture 05 preview video was shown.
Karen Workman discussed her role as the Airlake Airport
Support Network Volunteer (ASNV). The ASNV is organized by AOPA and provides a voice to the aviation community on airport issues.
Jerry Tack from the First National Bank of River Falls/
Prescott gave a presentation on financing aviation related
purchases.
Submitted by Craig Nelson
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Pietenpol

– A bit of History

by Greg Cardinal

Pietenpol 1st Flight
by Christian Bobka

If you’ve been around aviation for any length of

time you have probably heard of the “Pietenpol Air
Camper”. The story begins in the mid 1920’s in
Cherry Grove, Minnesota. Bernard Pietenpol
(pronounced “BURN-erd PETE-n-paal) was interested in airplanes, as were a lot of other young people after the war. Charles Lindbergh’s flight ignited
aviation passions even further.
Back in Cherry Grove, Mr. Pietenpol was tinkering
with airplanes. Some were less than successful and
finding an adequate, affordable engine was difficult.
By 1929, Bernard had a viable airframe and an airfoil that he’d drawn out in chalk on a workshop floor
(or so the legend goes). Henry Ford was selling
Model “A” cars and Mr. Pietenpol was confident the
Ford engine would be adequate in his airplane. After making a few modifications to the engine and
mounting a propeller his plane flew very well. He
built a second plane that also flew successfully.
Around 1930 or 1931, a Minneapolis based magazine, Modern Mechanics Illustrated, the predecessor
to Popular Mechanics magazine, published an editorial denouncing the viability of automobile engines
in airplanes as too heavy and under powered. Mr.
Pietenpol informed the magazine editor that two airplanes were flying in Cherry Grove with automobile
engines. The magazine editor challenged Mr. Pietenpol
to fly the airplanes to
Minneapolis for a
demonstration.
Bernard and Don
Finke flew them to
Minneapolis. The
magazine editor was
thrilled with the airplanes and wanted to publish the plans in his magazine. No plans existed at that time so Mr. Pietenpol
enlisted the services of his 19 year old neighbor,
Orrin Hoopman, to
draw up some plans
which were subsequently published.
The rest is history.
Pietenpols have been
successfully built the
world over for more
than 75 years. Some

G

reg tends to underestimate the
situation...
The first flight report of the Pietenpol
is as follows:
2:40 was flown in five flights this
morning and afternoon. Wind was 1/2
to full quartering right headwind at a
steady 10 kts. Field conditions were
dry grass. Location was Stanton Field, near Northfield, Minnesota.
The ship has spoked motorcycle wheels and tyres rolling on bronze
bushings with no brakes and a tail skid. A straight axle and wrapped
bungies provided suspension. The first flight was 45 minutes, second
flight was about 20 minutes, third flight was about 25 minutes, fourth
flight was 25 minutes and the fifth flight was 45 minutes.
A few years ago I wrote a long dissertation on how to select the
proper axle location with the 1929 style wooden gear legs installed
on the long "Corvair" fuselage. I was right on the money in the
analysis because at the aft CG loading that we had, the ship would
perform flawlessly on the grass. Traveling 90 degrees to the 10 knot
wind, I could turn into the wind by stick aft, windward rudder, and a
burst of power and I could turn away from the wind by stick forward,
lee rudder, and a burst of power. I was comfortable taxiing next to
buildings and other aircraft with very little practice.
I weigh 220 lbs and Greg computed that we needed 100 lbs of ballast in the forward bag compartment (aft of firewall above passenger's feet) to get loaded CG at .5" forward of arbitrary aft CG limit
(greg will have to give you the datum and the CG range, etc.)
The ship is powered by an A-65 freshly overhauled with a homemade wood prop that was made using a duplicating machine copying
an old Sensenich W72C42 blade from about 50 years ago.
The motor mount as originally made had TONS of down thrust and
TONS of right thrust welded into it: like 1" in each direction over the
length of the crank. The angle would be arctan(1/24) . This looked so
far out that spools were fabricated and used to
shim the motor back until it had "a little" (Continued on page 5)
Chris
shot this
photo of
Stanton
Airport
from the
Pietenpol

(Cont’d on page 5)
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Pietenpol

– A bit of History

(Continued from page 4)

are still being built
with Ford Model
“A” or “B” engines.
The Corvair and
Continental A-65
engines are other
popular engines.
In 1996 I purchased a set of plans and found an active support
group on the internet with builders around the
world including Mexico, the UK, Australia and
New Zealand. In
January of 1997 I
cut the first pieces
of spruce and plywood and started
building ribs. In
June of that year,
Dale Johnson approached me and
informed me that he had just built a workshop. He
was looking for a project and offered to be my
building partner.
This turned out to be a very good move on my
part. Final inspection and sign-off was done on
Saturday, May 21st. First flight was done on Monday, May 23rd.
We powered our Pietenpol with an A-65 and
built 19 inch wire spoke wheels. It looks like an
antique. Other features include hand woven wicker
seat backs, burled black walnut veneer instrument
panels, homemade compass and cowl latches.
Chris Bobka has been closely involved with this
project from the beginning and has done the initial
test flights.
Based at Stanton, the aircraft looks right at home
on a grass airstrip and it always draws a
crowd whenever we take it out of the hangar.

Pietenpol 1st Flight
(Continued from page 4)

right thrust and "a little" down thrust.
On takeoff, a pronounced and uncomfortable tendency to turn left
was observed which required a constant input of 1/2 right rudder at
cruise settings and 3/4 right rudder at full power and climb speed. To
let up on the rudder would invite a rapid yaw-induced roll to the left.
This kept me making almost all the turns into the rudder (to the right
for those of you in Rio Linda).
The aircraft is equipped with the
highly calibrated Johnson wind vane
type of airspeed indicator and it
showed about 35-40 mph in the climb
and about 55-60 flat out. The engine
rpm in a moderate climb was 2100 indicated and the flat out rpm in level
flight was 2220 rpm. The tach has not
been calibrated. The rpms sounded
right for 2150 or so in cruise and 2300
rpm (the correct number we want) level flat out. The left turning tendency is mitigated when power is brought back to idle. This fact
identifies the problem to be a deficiency of right thrust at the motor
mount and/or left offset of the vertical stabilizer. The aircraft flew
well in the 1900 rpm range. I did not feel that much was gained by
running the power up above 2100 rpm.
Anyway, Greg and Dale's initial fix for this vicious left turning tendency will be first to offset the vertical stabilizer to the left to the
maximum degree we can move it which is about 5/8" at the leading
edge of the vertical stab. This fix will be instituted prior to the next
flight. Then the spool spacer on the motor mount will be adjusted to
take out the rest of the left turning tendency that we find remaining.
Those of you still building, plan to allow for adjustment at the vertical stabilizer leading edge, a little to the right and a whole lot to the
left.
The A-65 equipped Piet is said to have increased vertical surface
forward of the CG which offsets vertical surface aft of the CG. This
is destabilizing in the vertical axis and appears to be present with the
aircraft reluctant to return to straight ahead after a yaw is induced. I
will investigate this characteristic after the aircraft is trimmed for
hands and feet free flight. I would recommend that future Piet builders who plan to use an A-65 increase the size of their vertical stabilizer to help offset
the increased vertical area forward of
the CG with the A65 installations. A
little extra way aft
has quite an effect.....
Another tendency
the ship displayed
was a severe nose(Cont’d on p. 6)
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Pietenpol 1st Flight
(Continued from page 5)

dropping tendency. This required a tiring constant pull on the
stick of more than 6 lbs or so. Letting go of the stick would
hang me on the straps as the nose pitched over.
This could be attributed to engine downthrust or to aerodynamics and needed further investigation. I found that the pull
on the stick was independent of thrust produced. It is an aerodynamic issue that needs to be cured by either lowering the
leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer or raising its trailing
edge. This is difficult to do in practice as the Vi Kapler rudder
hinges are reluctant to move up or down the rudder spar.
Again, current builders, allow for the ability to raise or lower
the leading edge of the horizontal stab by using shims at the
forward attach point only. You may also need a space to exist
between the bottom of the vertical stabilizer and the centerline
of the horizontal stab to allow for a slot where vertical positioning of the horizontal stab can be made. Just give some
thought as to how you will allow the leading edge to be raised
or lowered 1/2" or maybe even more after the ship is assembled.
Knowing that we had 100 lbs of ballast in the forward bag
compartment, we removed 40 lbs of it and that relieved
maybe 1/4 of the 6 lb pull on the stick. Greg was concerned
that would put the ship aft of the arbitrary CG aft limit. However, power-off stalls were performed both with 100 lbs and
60 lbs of ballast and in both cases the ship had no difficulty in
lowering the nose to unstalled flight upon the slightest easing
of aft stick pressure. When the stick was held full aft, gingerly
use of the rudder could hold the ship in a falling leaf but you
had to stay right on it with a good horizon. There was also a
left wing heaviness that was mostly mitigated by shortening
the left rear strut by 1-1/2 turns and lengthening the right rear
strut by the same amount.
As test flights go, the ship was moderately difficult to fly as
it needed continuous substantial input in all three axes, gobs
of right rudder, a lot of aft stick, and a bit of right stick. I tried
taking pictures but gave up after three because I could not
take pictures and fly at the same time.
We will work through each item until the ship flies properly. Ideas, comments, and insights are welcome.
—Chris

Sierra Hotel Aero

(from page 1)

purchased all production and technical
rights for Navion Models A – H. The
Navion had gone 20 years without
support, parts or technical assistance. SHA provides a factory source
for repairs, modifications and FAA
certified parts as well as the ability to
provide factory technical support.
Repairs are accomplished using factory procedures and fixtures allowing
Chris Gardner, presifor the possibility of zero time assemdent and CEO of
blies. As an existing PMA facility
Sierra Hotel Aero
producing yellow tagged parts, they
had already established a strong relationship with the Aircraft Certification Office in Chicago as well as the local
Manufacturing and Inspection District Office. Chris says
that without the prior support of key officials within those
organizations, it would
not have been feasible
to pursue the Navion
Type Certificate.
SHA also provides annual inspections, CNC
machining, STC installations such as various
speed modifications,
An example of the fine technical
engine conversions
drawings on the hangar wall at
and their FAA/PMA
Sierra Hotel Aero
baggage door. Their
engineering department is staffed with a designated engineering representative (DER) to handle any and all consulting needs regarding existing and proposed design questions
or to provide 8110-3 approvals for expedited return to service needs. They also have a high time flight consultant
available for answering operational questions.
Many thanks to Chris Gardner, president and CEO of SHA
for welcoming the chapter into his facility and answering
our many questions about his manufacturing equipment and
processes.
And thanks
to Chris
Bobka for
bringing us
together!
Norm Tesmar
admires
Chris Gardners 1946
Cessna 120
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Hangar Work on a Rainy Day
Lee Hurry, Harv Havir, Ron Oehler, Ed Hansen, Dale Johnson and
Ron Hoyt make up the newly designated Hangar Committee. They
have been busy cleaning up the south wall in order to install shelving
to put some badly needed order in the hangar. In preparation for the
new shelves, they have also moved the wooden prop to the west wall.
Please check with one of the committee
before storing any additional materials in
the hangar, and when you have some extra
time, offer them a hand!

AVIATOR’S
QUICK REFERENCE MAPS
USA, Europe, Latin America & more

www.air-maps.com
1-800-852-1470

On the right: future hangar
crew! While we’re recognizing our volunteers, don’t forget the special efforts of our Young Eagle coordinators on those days
when the rain shows up along with the kids. While the hangar crew
was installing shelves, John Koser and Jeff Coffey were entertaining
the day’s would-be Young Eagles with pre-flight instruction on their
Sonex aircraft. The kids had fun sitting in the cockpit and making airplane noises. (Anybody relate?) They also had a great time chasing
each other around outside in the rain afterward!

Testing fuel for ethanol
from Mike Dolan

The following test can be performed to determine the presence of
alcohol in gasoline.
On a test tube or olive bottle, make a permanent line about two inches
from the bottom. Fill with water to this line, and then fill the tube to
the top with gasoline.
Cover the tube, agitate it, then let it stand.
Alcohol mixes with water and the two will separate out together.
Therefore, after mixing the water and the gasoline, if the water level
appears to have increased, then the fuel contains ethanol and should
not be used.
Alcohol fuels can damage the rubber and aluminum components of
your aircraft fuel system. Alcohol increases the volatility of fuel, and
hence the possibility of vapor lock also increases. Alcohol may vent
off at altitude, reducing both range and octane. For these reasons fuel
containing alcohol must never be used in airplanes.
ON FINAL JUNE 2005
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Chapter Events and Fly-Ins
Jun 15th Chapter 25 Meeting
Chapter Hanger at Airlake (LVN)
Grill on at 6:00 pm, Meeting at 7
Jun 18th Chptr Picnic LVN 11-1p
Young Eagles start at 9am
Oct 9th Annual Banquet 6-10pm
Eagan Community Center
Future meetings 7/20, 8/17, 9/21,
10/19, 11/16, 12/21, 1/18, 2/15, 3/15
Jun 17-19 Brainerd Mn (9Y2)
Fly-in E. Gull Lake Airpt
Ben Thurigner 218-829-2811
Jun 17-19 La Crosse Wi (LSE)
AIRFEST 2005 608-779-9994
Jun 18 Two Harbors Mn (TWM)
10a-3p Chili Fly-In 218/834-4784
Jun 18 Moose Lk Mn (MZH)
730-11Fly-in Bkfst 218-485-4441
Jun 19 Lk Elmo Mn (21D)
Fly-in Bkfst 651-773-1210
Jun 19 Grand Rapids Mn (GPZ)
7a-1p Fly-in Bkfst 218-244-6465
Jun 19 Dodge Ctr Mn (TOB)
Fly-in Bkfst 507-282-9682
Jun 19 Cambridge Mn (CBG)
8a-1p Fly- in Breakfast
Jun 19 Hutchinson Mn (HCD) 8a12p Fly-In Bkfst, Pork chops 4-7
320/587-3802
Jun 19 Crystal Mn (MIC) 730-5p
Fly-in Bkfst/Lunch 763-745-7888
Jun 19 Stanton Mn (SYN) 7a-12p
Fly-in Bkfst 507/645-4030
Jun 19 Canby Mn (27D) 8a-12p
Fly-in Bkfst 507/223-5075
Jun 25-26 Cloquet Mn (COQ) 8a1p Bkfst & YE Rally 218/879-3062
Jun 26 Aitkin Mn (AIT) 7a-3p
Fly-In bkfst, lunch 218/927-4104
Jun 26 Caledonia Mn (CHU) 730a12p Fly Bkfst,brianm@acegroup.cc
Jun 26 Fairmont Mn (FMT)
Fly-in Bkfst 507-235-2537
Jun 26 Pine River Mn (PWC)
730a-12p Fly-In Bkfst 218/587-3773
Jun 26 Springfield Mn (D42) 7a12p Fly-In 507/723-4456
Jun 26 St. Cloud Mn (STC) 7a-1p

Fly-In Bkfst, 320/255-7292
Jun 26 Grygla Mn (3G2) 7a-12p
Fly-In Bkfst 218/459-3436
Jun 26 Strum Wi 8a-12p
Fly-in Bkfst Brion Airfield (3WN9)
Jul 1-4 Starbuck Mn Fly-in camp
Bkfst Jul 2 7a-12p 320/795-2786
Jul 2 Solon Springs Wi (OLG)
10a-2p Young Eagles w/food &
refreshments 218 729-7764
Jul 3 Winona Mn (ONA) 7a-12p
Fly-In Bkfst/airshow at 10:30a
507/452-2220 funnsky@hbci.com
Jul 3 Austin Mn (AUM) 7a-1p
Fly-in Bkfst swjenson@hormel.com
Jul 4 Iowa Falls Ia (IFA) 7-11a
Fly-in Bkfst 641-648-3191
Jul 4 Paullina Ia (1Y9) 7-11a
Fly-in Bkfst 712-448-2522
Jul 9 Hallock Mn (HCO) 7a-1p
Fly-in Bkfst 218/843-1059
Jul 9 Superior Wi (SUW) 8-11a
Fly-In Bkfst 218/729-7764
Jul 9 Hibbing Mn (HIB) 8a-1p
Fly-in Bkfst 218/263-4152
Jul 9-10 Fargo, ND (FAR)
Fargo Air Show 2005, Blue Angels
Jul 9-10 New Richmond Wi (RNH)
Airshow www.nrairport.com
Jul 10 Wells Mn (68Y)
Fly-in Bkfst 507-381-5610
Jul 10 Emmetsburg IA (EGQ) 7a1230p Fly-In Bkfst "Bamboo
Bomber" 712/852-3810
Jul 10 Radcliffe Ia (2Y1)
Fly-in Bkfst 515-899-2121
Jul 10 Hayward, Wi (HYR) 8a-1p
Fly-In Bkfst 715/634-2801.
Jul 10 Sleepy Eye Mn (Y58) 630a1230p Fly-in Bkfst 507/794-2151
Jul 10 TwoHarbors Mn (TWM)
7a-1p Fly-in Bkfst 218/834-2162
Jul 12-13 Superior, Wi (SUW)
EAA B-17 Alum. Overcast
Morning flights 218/729-7764
Jul 16 Rushford, Mn (55Y)
Ch 919 Fly-In 507/864-2705.
Jul 16 Cook Mn (CQM)
Aviation day fly-in 218 666-2586

One Low Price. Plain and simple.

Always!

Apple Valley Ford

Apple Ford of Shakopee

(952) 431-5900

(952) 445-2420

CONTINENTAL
LYCOMING

Bolduc Aviation
Specialized Services, Inc.
ANOKA COUNTY AIRPORT
8891 AIRPORT ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55449

DARRELL E. BOLDUC
PRESIDENT

(763) 780-1185

“SPECIALIZING IN ENGINE REBUILDING AND REPAIR”

Stuff for Sale/Wanted
For Sale: 1957 Cessna 172, Cont. O-300 Millennium Cylinders, 501 TT
SMOH, 4400 TT A/C, Highly polished alum., 2004 OSH Award Winner,
$37,000 Pat Halligan 651/452-7050 (see picture on page 2)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For Sale: 1/10th share in J-3 Cub & hangar at MIC. Low cost flying, sport
pilot qualified. Call Diana: 612-810-5029
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Free: EBC ELT battery, Good until Sept 2006, new, never installed.
Contact Mike mdolan@tcq.net
ON FINAL JUNE 2005
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